Lecture for February 24, 2016

ECS 235A
UC Davis
Matt Bishop
Presentations for Wednesday, February 24

• Mark Crompton:
  – Questioner: Yuan-Yu Chen
  “A Diagnosis-Based Intrusion Detection Approach”

• Apoorva Ranngaraju:
  – Questioner: Gabriel Castillo
  “Reinforcement Learning Algorithms for Adaptive Cyber Defense Against Heartbleed”
Presentations for Friday, February 26

• Derek McQuay:
  – Questioner: Minghua Zhu
  “Ending Password Cracking and Detecting Password Leakage”

• Yeh-Cheng Chen:
  – Questioner: Lin Wang
  “AirBag: Boosting Smartphone Resistance to Malware Infection”
Presentations for Monday, February 29

• Sandeep Rasoori:
  – Questioner: Aditi Garg
  “Hardware Trojan Detection Using Path Delay Fingerprint”

• Janis Fredrick:
  – Questioner: Derek McQuay
  “TrustOTP: Transforming Smartphones into Secure One-Time Password Tokens”